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About This Content

Eris, a world of discord and darkness, needs your help! Restore the light to a new planet in Waveform's first DLC pack.

Key Features:

7 new levels to explore. Re-play them in Challenge Mode for remastered experiences too!

Interact with a brand new object - the Pulsar

Experience another mind-bending bonus level in Reverse Mode!

New Deep Space Mode with a new leaderboard to conquer

5 new achievements

To access this content in-game once you've purchased it, scroll left from Pluto in the "Select Level" screen and you'll be
able to play the levels of Eris. The content is playable no matter how far you've progressed in the main game.
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For some reason this game just clicks with me in every regard. I've always loved Arkanoid-style games, but thought they were
slightly too boring. This game takes the best of the classic brick-breakers, and makes it more intense with the addition of
attractive/repellant forces. It adds quite a bit of strategy. Should you push the balls and point chips away, risking letting the point
chips expire, or should you suck them in, pulling the balls back towards you as well? Add to that the addictive techno
soundtrack, and this is a game I would have gladly paid double price for.. Great game, not like many achievement spam games

Pros:
Works with an auto clicker (drag mouse across the screen with 100cps)
All achievements unlock with no problem
Says how many achievements you got on the side of the screen
Doesn't take too long

Cons:
"Hunt Mode" takes up way too much time, without it would make this at least 5x faster

Overall, good for 5k achievements :). Probably the best indie Kart racer I've ever played, it's not perfect but it is purrrfect, but
seriously, it does a lot of things right, most of which can be found in competitors as well but still implemented well, I also don't
recall seeing the Nitro/Oil system in any other game (essentially drifts, collisions and the like earn you energy which you can use
as either nitro or oil to mess with your opponents which is neat).
The cats are all adorable and I like how they have their own special abilities, would be interesting if the cars had stats too
though, overall it's a solid game and my little brother LOVES it

https://youtu.be/zQzYtkJpsKE. The attachment is okay on a pistol that has a decent rate of fire but the gun itself is a waste all
your ammo for little reward type of gun.. It's short. The controls can be downright frustrating on rare occasions. Worth it
anyways? Yes.

The artwork and music make for a great mood, the puzzles are enjoyable, and it's a game that draws you in, and that makes you
look at the whole picture, even where you'd normally just glance. The mood all that makes is great, and I'm definitely going to
play this again.. While it only costs $0.99 I was very pleased with the quality of Game Play.

It's a simple game, that's a bit confusing at first play but you'll get it soon enough.

There is a lot of undiscovered potential with this game and I can see it recieving many potential updates in the future for simple
additions.

I wouldn't recommend a game like this for people who like Call of Duty as their number 1 game. This is more like Flow and
Spore in nature. Very Progressive and has a definitive ending to the game. You can spend a few hours in this game and get lost
in it for a bit of a time waster.

My only wish is that there was a level 2 or more. Something more to do after I reached a point in the game where everything
was too easy. I was able to clear out the ending of the game much easier than the start of the game. It should, in my opinion, be
the other way round.

tl;dr - Very Simple, Clean looking, unique game, like Flow meets Spore. 7/10 Would Recommend.. This game was good, but it's
going away now. I spent a lot of time playing "Just Survive", mostly when it was just H1Z1. I don't need a refund because I got
my moneys worth, even if it was never 'offical'. Appreciate the time we had! Thanks :)

pece. A neat $1.99 USD add-on. The MAN Lion\u2019s City A 47 M in game features are, seats 29, weight 11 tons, auto ramp
and a in game career mode cost of 190,000 EURO.

Pros
Nice looking bus
Great texture quality
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easy to drive (shorter wheel base)

cons
First Person view is seated a little to far right
Sounds exactly like the other two MAN buses in the game
Dash is exactly like the other two MAN buses in the game even having the same mirror placement as the other MAN buses
featured in bus sim 16.

After 3 hours (at the time of writing this review) of driving the MAN A 47 M I am happy with the good quality of the bus.
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Not enough plot, in both ways.. "Already formatted" my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I had to correct a lot of mistakes.
For example, the log church, the stone entrance, etc. Since there's no autotile, I have to rescale, sharpen and create my own, and
the parralax tiles given were too small. This is definitely not plug and play.. A gem of a game. Buy this now!. 10\/10 would get
bombed again. I enjoy the world and setting of this game very much. Finding hidden robotlivingrooms in old forgotten pipes
and the destiny of a retrofuturistic conclave was very relaxing. The controlls are not really flowy but exploring and having
sarcastic dialogues with robots is great!
I don't care about the time because it's enough love :) Thanks for the game. Awesomeee!!

Plz add new maps. You like Space with Pirates?
You like Flying air/star ships based off of the old sail boats of our time?
Enjoyed the movie Treasure Planet?
Then this game is worth playing; Contiuing on from where the original treasure planet left off. Jim becoming an officer of the
Royal Navy as the game expands a little more on their world from the lore behind who made the map ball and treasure planet to
some of the factions aside from the Royal Navy and Pirates. The game is easy to pick up and play for any age to try and give a
shot.

SOME of the problems you'll have, if your playing this on a new machine; There is no starry backdrop to represent the ethereal
ocean. I own the origional CD and played this game when it first released and I know it was in there. Also, Disney's Online
multiplayer support is long gone; thus if you want to play multiplayer, you'll need to run LAN games and start tunneling LAN;
which even the tunneling is more difficult than it sounds, especially with this old game.

The choice of Voice Actors to represent the crew from the movie, I will not say were the best picks; nor is some of Jim's
Portrait art when issuing commands.

Despit all of the problems, it's worth the $10 and worth picking up if you want to go all sapce pirate.
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